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Scientific Journal of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering

The journal’s main objective is to publish original researches, short communications as well as
literature reviews in the all area of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering Sciences. All accepted articles are published Quarterly in full text in the Internet. The journal covers the subject areas in

**Mechanical Science including**

Mechanical design,  
Structural analysis,  
Dynamical analyses,  
Control,  
Transient analysis,  
Material science,  
Composite materials,  
Manufacturing,  
Maintenance of mechanical systems,  
Biomechanics,  
Mechatronics,  
Robotics,  
Biomedical engineering,  
Thermal analyses,  
Energy,  
Engine,  
Mechanical machinery,  
Agricultural machinery,  
Fluid mechanics,  
Thermodynamics,  
Heat transfer,  
The production and usage of heat and mechanical power,  
Heating and cooling systems,  
Medical devices,  
Transport phenomena,  
Physics science

**and in Industrial Science including**

Operations management,  
Management science,  
Operations research,
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Systems engineering,
Manufacturing engineering,
Ergonomics or human factors engineering,
Safety engineering,
Motives of the user,
Health management engineers,
Health systems engineers,
Quality control and welcomes the submission of manuscripts that meet the general criteria of
significance and scientific excellence.